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Introduction FuturePoint Leo Star Professional is a successful software developed by FuturePoint with advanced features like: . LeoStar software series has various windows based astrology softwares
and out of them FuturePoint Leo Star Professional is considered to be the best choice of professional astrologers and that is why it is used globally. LeoStar which supports advanced calculations,

prediction, charts and its results are regarded to be the best results of any astrology software which supports all other qualities. 1.A comprehensive.Astrology is an extensive science and the basic idea
of this science is based on the concept of what has happened in the past will happen in future. Astrologers have developed different branches of astrology and are currently doing research to find out

what is happening in the world. .There are many types of Astrology which includes Indian Astrology and Western Astrology, most of the Astrologers in India are following .Astrologers or diviners can
predict future based on sun, moon, and planets like Jupiter, Saturn, Sun, Sun, Uranus, Neptune, Mercury. .There are very few astrologers who use direct calculations, it is not an easy science and takes
a lot of efforts. . There are many types of horoscopes but few are discussed here. Mostly it is influenced by the configuration of planets as determined from the location of the moon, it is said that the

Moon rules the human body. .Many people assume that they are born in a certain period, if the end of the period is not reached, people believe that this period can be extended but not by one
day. .The concept of the present period of a planet is also dependent on the location of the moon. . Introduction 2.Rahu is a planet located on a segment between the Sun and the Moon and it is usually

considered as the luckiest planet. .The relation of planet with its location in the birth chart of a person is not constant. .According to the astrologers Rahu is considered as the planet of Vishnu. .This
planet rules the head and is located in the direction of .Some astrologers believe that Rahu is the planet of wealth and those who are in good health, they consider it as the blessing. Introduction

3.Planets are the heavenly bodies that cause major changes in the earth. .Many different calculations are done by astrologers. .First of

Download

If you are not satisfied with this software's protection, you are entitled to a refund according to the General Terms and Conditions of use. Download Policy: Content on the Website is provided to you AS IS for your information and personal use and may not be sold / licensed / shared on other websites without getting consent from its
author.While downloading, if for some reason you are not able to download a presentation, the publisher may have deleted the file from their server. Vedic astrology is the art of predicting future using Rahu and Ketu Nakshatras, aspects of planets, constellations, etc. It is used for improving business performance and human health. It

is based on calculations of planetary positions at birth and helps to select suitable horoscope for an individual. In this advanced version of this software you can also read past charts, discover hidden gems in your horoscope, identify aspects, study past and future trends, understand your past, present, and future life. For downloading this
software, you need to purchase the full version. About This Package: Kundli Software Leostar contains comprehensive horoscope calculations with remedies and predictions. This vedic astrology software contains longitudes and zonal houses with all planets and their aspects. This software contains powerful . LeoStar Software series
has various windows based astrology softwares and out of 1995 the upgraded version of the same is LeoStar Professional software. Features: It contains powerful and advanced astrology software with many of the basic features such as:* Easy to read charts.* The position of all planets and their aspects.* Discover your future trends.*

Study past, present and future.* Powerful and easy to understand the philosophy of astrology.* Your future horoscope is presented in the form of 'leostar chart' that consists of various factors such as:* Gaj/Vrishchik, Graha/Rasi, Sthanam, Doshas, Pratyaksh, Graha/Karak, *, Trasna, etc.* Various zonal houses and their aspects with all
planets.* You can use all the tools like diagonals, squares and triangals* Various types of Vedic calculations.* Detailed descriptions of different aspects.* Learn the Vedic path to success.* You can use this software on any computer with a Windows Operating System.* Inbuilt features to remove several errors while doing

calculations.* User can also save and export 2d92ce491b
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